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Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is linked to several pathologies for which there is a lack of understanding of dis-
easemechanisms and therapeutic strategies. To elucidate injurymechanisms, it is important to consider how
physical forces are transmitted and transduced across all spatial scales of the brain. Although themechanical
response of the brain is typically characterized by its material properties and biological structure, cellular
mechanotransduction mechanisms also exist. Such mechanisms can affect physiological processes by re-
sponding to exogenous mechanical forces directed through sub-cellular components, such as extracellular
matrix and cell adhesion molecules, to mechanosensitive intracellular structures that regulate mechano-
chemical signaling pathways. We suggest that cellular mechanotransduction may be an important
mechanism underlying the initiation of cell and sub-cellular injuries ultimately responsible for the diffuse
pathological damage and clinical symptoms observed in TBI, thereby providing potential therapeutic oppor-
tunities not previously explored in TBI.Introduction
A blow to the head may potentiate traumatic brain injury (TBI),
estimated to affect 1.7 million people annually in the United
States (Faul et al., 2010) and 235 per 100,000 people annually
in Europe (Tagliaferri et al., 2006). TBI is categorized as mild,
moderate, or severe based on clinical symptoms often in combi-
nation with imaging and postmortem histology. Pathological
lesions consisting of contusion, hemorrhage, and edema are
traditional clinical indicators of head injury. As such, traumatic
cell death in regions directly adjacent to sites of trauma is
often viewed as the primary neurological damage (reviewed by
Johnson et al., 2013).
In addition to cell death, a complex array of microscale pathol-
ogies including diffuse axonal injury (DAI), microvascular dam-
age, and diffuse neuronal injury can also develop throughout
the brain parenchyma following trauma and contribute to the
ensuing morbidity. Clinical symptoms linked to these injuries
include loss of consciousness, dizziness, and headache, as
well as deficits in attention, memory, and motor skills (reviewed
by Alexander, 1995). Even though clinical symptoms may
improve with time, the microscale damage may persist and
potentially contribute to an increased likelihood of future neuro-
degenerative disease (reviewed by Johnson et al., 2013; McKee
et al., 2009). Although the risk associated with diffuse damage
is now recognized, a comprehensive understanding of the me-
chanical and biological processes that initiate this injury remains
elusive.
Difficulties in identifying the events that initiate diffuse pathol-
ogies are due in part to the complexity of characterizing forces
distributed through structures ranging in size from sub-cellular
microcompartments to the brain (reviewed by Cloots et al.,
2013). Understanding the biomechanical events that initiatebrain injuries has typically relied on determining how neural tis-
sue responds to rapidly applied loads through both mathemat-
ical modeling and experimental techniques (reviewed by Cernak
and Noble-Haeusslein, 2010). In order to understand disease
pathogenesis, there has been a tendency to focus on forces
that disrupt the integrity of the networked architecture of the
brain (Kilinc et al., 2008; Tang-Schomer et al., 2010). However,
attempts to establish a causal link between a mechanical insult
and the ensuing diffuse pathology observed in TBI has been
met with limited success.
In this review, we will briefly discuss the diffuse neuropatho-
logical damage associated with TBI and then focus on the
multi-scale biomechanics that may explain diffuse patterns of
injury in the brain microenvironment. The importance of cellular
mechanotransduction, or the ability of cells to convert mechan-
ical forces into biological signals, has been widely established
in many organs, tissues, and cells across multiple species (re-
viewed by Ingber, 2003a). Cell-cell and cell-matrix interactions
have been shown to influence both physiological and patho-
physiological processes (reviewed by Ingber, 2003b), suggest-
ing that they play an important role in brain injury and remodeling
after TBI. We argue that to improve the mechanistic understand-
ing of diffuse brain damage, it may be necessary to consider how
mechanical forces below the threshold for mechanical failure
influence cellular physiology in the brain.
Neuropathology and Biomechanics of TBI
Assessing and Diagnosing Brain Injury. Diagnosis of TBI typi-
cally relies on a neurological assessment followed by imaging
to detect pathology. Povlishock and Katz suggested a distinct
classification between focal and diffuse injuries (Figure 1A)
predicated upon both clinical and basic science perspectives,
with the acknowledgment of some overlap in pathobiology andNeuron 85, March 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 1177
Figure 1. Traumatic Mechanical Loading
Damages the Brain
(A) A mechanical insult to the head can generate
both localized and distributed forces throughout
the brain. Localized forces are typically associated
with deformation due to impact of the brain
against the skull. Distributed forces are associated
with inertial effects due to rapid acceleration or
increased pressure transients caused by explo-
sive blast.
(B) MRI has been utilized to generate images of the
brain that describe the gross anatomy and which
sometimes indicate lesions associated with me-
chanical trauma.
(C) DTI, a type of MRI, has proven especially useful
in identifying diffuse pathology associated with
mild trauma that is not indicated by conventional
MRI. The extent of damage is quantified by
changes in relative anisotropy of diffusion, which
have been shown predominately in large axonal
bundles. Red, green, and blue indicate the prin-
cipal directions of diffusion, with red denoting right
to left, green anterior to posterior, and blue dorsal
to ventral. The anatomical location is indicated by
the red line in (B).
(D and E) Experimental models of trauma
comparing changes in relative anisotropy in both
(D) uninjured and (E) injured brain regions illustrate
the effectiveness of DTI in identifying tissue dam-
age. In this example, an overall decrease in relative
anisotropy is indicated in the injured tissue by a
decrease in the grayscale image intensity.
(F) A lack of change in relative anisotropy in unin-
jured brain regions was shown to correlate with (F)
a lack of detectible pathology using immunohis-
tochemistry.
(G) In contrast, changes in relative anisotropy
in injured brain regions did correlate with (G)
positively stained regions (dark areas) of amyloid
precursor protein (evidence of axonal injury),
indicating that DTI can detect TBI related pathol-
ogy in patients.
(B) and (C) are adapted from Mac Donald et al.
(2011). (D) and (G) are adapted from Mac Donald
et al. (2007) with permission.
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injuries typically present contusion and hemorrhage located near
the site of impact. Diffuse injuries exhibit complex distributions
comprised of diffuse neuronal injury, petechial white matter
hemorrhage, and DAIs that occur at multiple sites throughout
the brain. While pathological lesions consisting of contusion
and hematoma formation associated with focal injures are
readily distinguishable by computerized tomography (CT) and
traditional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans, DAI and
other subtle hemorrhages are not. For example, abnormalities
were detected by CT scan in only 5%–30%of patients exhibiting
clinical symptoms consistent with mild TBI (mTBI) (Borg et al.,
2004), and the extent of pathology detected by CT scan and
MRI did not correlate with the clinical outcomes (Lee et al.,
2008). Therefore, identifying diffuse pathology following head
injury has historically relied on postmortem histological analysis.1178 Neuron 85, March 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.DAI is readily detected in histological sli-
ces by the presence of punctate, swollen
axons (Strich, 1956). While the existence
of this hallmark morphology of DAI haslong been known, the inability to measure the extent of diffuse
pathology in patients demonstrates a deficiency in diagnostic
methods that may contribute to the debate about the etiology
of TBI. Subsequent studies further correlated reductions in diffu-
sion anisotropy with neuropsychological dysfunction in longitu-
dinal studies (Bendlin et al., 2008) while also showing that diffu-
sion tensor imaging (DTI) abnormalities can be used to predict
cognitive outcome (Gu et al., 2013). DTI measures the diffusion
of water molecules, which is influenced by biological structures
such as axons. Therefore, DTI can detect white matter tracts
because diffusion occurs faster along the predominant fiber di-
rection and more slowly in perpendicular directions. The anisot-
ropy of water diffusion has been shown to be reduced after
axonal injury, (Figures 1B and 1C), which was later shown
to correlate with regions of axonal damage from histological
analysis (Figures 1D–1G) (Mac Donald et al., 2007). While
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ability to identify some forms of diffuse brain damage, many as-
pects of the underlying pathology and pathophysiology remain
unclear.
Regional Pathology Associated with Diffuse Injury. While trau-
matic cell death attributed to focal injuries was for many years
viewed as the primary contributor to morbidity following TBI, it
is now understood that pathophysiological conditions may
ensue even without widespread cell death (Farkas and Povlish-
ock, 2007). As such, we will briefly cover a few findings that illus-
trate the complexity of injury distribution at the cellular level and
direct the reader to published reports on the complex patho-
physiological processes that are known to occur following TBI.
The distribution of injury within the brain following TBI is com-
plex. Diffuse patterns of metabolic change throughout the brains
of human patients have been detected following trauma using
positron emission tomography (PET) (Bergsneider et al., 2000).
These abnormal activity patterns have been shown to initiate
immediately and persist up to weeks following the initial insult.
Furthermore, these changes were identified in patients diag-
nosed with mTBI based on neurological assessment where
neither focal pathology nor, in some cases, diffuse pathology
was detected.
Glutamate release combined with a loss of ionic homeostasis
may manifest in mitochondrial dysfunction (reviewed by Giza
and Hovda, 2001) as well as other general cellular dysfunctions.
For example, an acute phase of neuroexcitation was shown to
occur in the brain immediately following impact (Alessandri
et al., 1999; Yoshino et al., 1992). This event has been linked to
the indiscriminant release of neurotransmitters, such as gluta-
mate, that activate excitatory neurons (Alessandri et al., 1999;
Yoshino et al., 1992). Furthermore, progressive degeneration
linked to this energy crisis may cause deafferentiation, or a
loss of synaptic terminals (Erb and Povlishock, 1991), affecting
regulation of neuronal activity patterns that are crucial to brain
function. Interestingly, patients with mTBI were shown to exhibit
decreased connectivity between brain regions, as measured by
magnetoencephalography (Zouridakis et al., 2012), supporting
the notion that diffuse damage may contribute significantly to
the morbidity associated with TBI.
Identification of diffuse damage at multiple sites throughout
the brain has revealed non-uniform distributions of injury, sug-
gesting that certain tissue and cellular structures may be more
vulnerable than others. Blumbergs et al. (1995) compared the
extent of DAI occurring in multiple brain regions by analyzing his-
tological slices from patients diagnosed with either mild or se-
vere TBI. Following mTBI, no evidence of DAI was detected in
the cerebellum, one half of the patients exhibited injury in the
brainstem, and all patients exhibited injury in the cerebral hemi-
spheres. Following severe TBI, patients exhibited evidence of
DAI in all examined regions. White matter within the cerebral cor-
tex and large axonal tracts within the cerebral hemispheres, such
as the corpus callosum and fornices, were especially susceptible
to injury. These vulnerabilities were further suggested by findings
in patients in which MRI was used to detect a greater number of
lesions located in the cerebral hemispheres compared to the
brainstem, which also correlated with injury severity (Jenkins
et al., 1986). A preferential decrease in diffusion anisotropy hasbeen measured in structures such as the corpus callosum, inter-
nal capsule, and centrum semiovale (Inglese et al., 2005), con-
firming the susceptibility of large axonal bundles to damage.
DAI lesions have also been shown to localize to the interface of
cerebral white and gray matter (Smith et al., 1997). Therefore,
diffuse damage appears to differentially affect tissue regions
and structures within the brain.
Heterogeneity at the cellular level exists within damaged re-
gions. Clusters of injured axons are observed at multiple loca-
tions distributed throughout the tissue commonly referred to as
a multi-focal distribution (reviewed by Smith and Meaney,
2000). Furthermore, injured axons are typically dispersed among
neighboring uninjured axons within these regions (Blumbergs
et al., 1995), indicating differences in susceptibility among neigh-
boring axons within a cluster. Variability in axonal vulnerability
is also suggested by reports indicating differential injury re-
sponses in myelinated versus small-caliber, non-myelinated
axons (Reeves et al., 2005). Even within myelinated axons, DAI
has been shown to occur preferentially at the nodes of Ranvier
(Reeves et al., 2010), the periodic regions of exposed axon be-
tween regions of myelination, further stressing the complexity
of injury vulnerability.
Additional heterogeneity in injury distribution is observed in
relation to the vasculature. Evidence of diffuse damage in the
vasculature has been suggested by micro-hemorrhage of small
vessels, which often occurs diffusely within the white matter
similar to that of DAI (Blumbergs et al., 1995). Furthermore,
tau-immunoreactive neurofibrillary and astrocytic tangles asso-
ciated with chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE) have been
shown to exhibit perivascular localization (McKee et al., 2009),
suggesting a role for the vasculature in the injury process. In
cases of severe blast TBI, constriction of large vessels, termed
vasospasm, can occur within 48 hr of injury (Armonda et al.,
2006; Ling et al., 2009). Interestingly, vasospasm is not typically
associated with non-penetrating, diffuse TBI indicating that
the vasculature itself may be more susceptible to mechanical
trauma than previously understood.
Recent reports have shown that diffuse damage can occur
even after mild insults with no previously identifiable neuropa-
thology (McKee et al., 2013; Omalu et al., 2010; Stern et al.,
2011). Concussion and repetitive sub-concussive impacts are
now linked to progressive neurodegeneration diagnosed as
CTE (McKee et al., 2013). This disease was first reported in
boxing as dementia pugilistica where it was characterized clini-
cally by declining mental capacity, lack of coordination, and
behavioral problems (Corsellis et al., 1973). McKee et al. (2009)
showed that professional athletes who suffered repetitive mTBI
developed diffuse, microscale injury patterns characterized by
postmortem identification of neurofibrillary and glial tangles, hy-
perphosphorylated tau, axonal degeneration, and immunoreac-
tive microglia. Moreover, blast combat casualties from the wars
in Afghanistan and Iraq exhibit multiple forms of tissue damage
(Goldstein et al., 2012), including cerebral vasospasm (Armonda
et al., 2006) and traumatic axonal injury (MacDonald et al., 2011).
The diversity of neuropathology combinedwith the heterogeneity
in injury distribution suggests an extensive pathological remodel-
ing of the cellular microenvironment of the brain, the causes of
which need to be elucidated in order to prevent TBI. Given thatNeuron 85, March 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 1179
Figure 2. Structural Organization of the Brain
Understanding the occurrence of diffuse pathology at the cellular level is
complicated by the intricate cell and tissue structures that span approximately
four orders of magnitude in spatial scale to form the human brain.
(A) Large brain regions such as the cerebral hemispheres (comprised of four
lobes), the cerebellum, and the brainstem are well defined by anatomical
features at the mm (103 m) to cm (102 m) length scale.
(B) Within each tissue structure, there is an underlying multicellular composi-
tion comprised of neurons, glia, and vascular cells that vary in size at a spatial
scale measured in mm (106 m). Many of these cells are highly polarized and
together form intricate multi-cellular structures. Differences in material prop-
erties between brain regions are attributed to differences in cell population
demographics, network architectures, and other micro-architectural attributes
that facilitate functional uniqueness.
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it is reasonable to assume that understanding the biomechanics
of injury may elucidate complex injury mechanisms and explain
the diverse pathophysiology associated with TBI.
Multiscale Biomechanics and Mechanisms of
Diffuse TBI
Head Trauma Causes Mechanical Loading of the Brain. Many
studies have explored the ability of trauma caused by sudden
impact, acceleration, and explosive blast to induce mechanical
loading of the brain (Bauman et al., 2009; Ommaya et al.,
1971, 2002). Localized forces are typically associated with
impact injuries where the brain deforms against the skull, while
distributed loading is typically attributed to both inertial forces
due to rapid head acceleration (Ommaya et al., 2002) as well
as pressure transients due to explosive blast waves (Bauman
et al., 2009). Although these loading patterns are not mutually
exclusive, in this review we will focus on the effects of diffuse
loading patterns and the complexity of the cellular damage and
injury mechanisms associated with them.
TBI biomechanics have been studied over many decades and
can provide some explanation for diffuse injury distributions. Re-1180 Neuron 85, March 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.ports have identified important trauma characteristics such as
impact (e.g., the head either strikes a stationary object or is
struck by a moving object) versus impulsive (e.g., the head
moves as a result of motion imparted to some other part of the
body) loading (reviewed by Goldsmith and Plunkett, 2004) and
translational versus rotational acceleration (reviewed by Hol-
bourn, 1944; Ommaya et al., 2002) in generating injurious forces
throughout the brain. Ommaya and Gennarelli (1974) posited
that head rotation results in an injury distribution consistent
with the degree of inertial forces generated by centripetal accel-
eration. This suggests that the severity of tissue damage is
dependent upon the distance from the point of rotation, typically
the neck. While purely mechanical explanations provide some
insight into injury patterns, they currently cannot fully explain
the subsequent distribution of diffuse tissue, cellular, and sub-
cellular damage associated with TBI. This is likely due to the
fact that several orders of spatial magnitude separate the rele-
vant anatomies, suggesting a comprehensive understanding of
TBI biomechanics will require analyses that link trauma forces
at the level of the head to neuronal microcompartments.
Multiscale Composition and Material Properties of the Brain
Complicate Injury Biomechanics. Biomechanics of TBI are
complicated by the brain’s variation in composition, structure,
and range of material properties. Although the brain is a relatively
soft tissue, it is encased by multiple layers of tissue and fluid that
provide protection from mechanical forces against deformation.
Tissue stiffness is described by the elastic modulus measured in
units of Pascals (Pa = N/m2), which is the resistance to deforma-
tion, measured by applying a force to a defined area of material
and calculating the resulting change in length. These protective
layers include the skin (1.0 MPa), the skull (8.0 GPa), the
dura matter (31.5 MPa), the pia matter (11.5 MPa), and the
cerebral spinal fluid (Zhang et al., 2001). Together, these layers
provide a relatively rigid structure that protects the softer under-
lying brain tissue from normal environmental factors, such as
mechanical forces.
The brain tissue has distinct regional anatomies such as
the cerebral hemispheres, the cerebellum, and the brainstem
(Figure 2A), which are historically defined by anatomical features
and functional properties (Kandel et al., 2000). Early studies
on whole human brain tissue reported differences in material
properties with shear stiffness values between 0.6 and 1.1 kPa
(Fallenstein et al., 1969). Subsequent studies highlighted the
variation in material properties due to age, region, and sample
preparation (Prange and Margulies, 2002), reporting stiffness
values between 0.7–33 kPa (Thibault and Margulies, 1998).
Together, these reports indicate that the brain is relatively soft
and susceptible to deformation compared to other biological
tissues. Moreover, whole brain tissue exhibits viscoelastic
behavior, with loss modulus ranging between 2.8–81.4 kPa
(Shuck and Advani, 1972). This indicates that the amount of
deformation that will occur is dependent upon the rate at which
a force is applied. A large variation in material properties of brain
tissue is depicted by elasticity maps of rodent brains that illus-
trate regional variations in stiffness ranging between 2–25 kPa
(Mace´ et al., 2011). Heterogeneity in material properties is impor-
tant because it indicates that different regions may deform
uniquely when experiencing the same mechanical loading.
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requires knowledge of the microenvironments that give rise to
its heterogeneous material properties.
The large variation in material properties between brain re-
gions may be attributed to differences in cell population demo-
graphics, network architectures, and other micro-architectural
attributes that facilitate functional uniqueness. The adult human
brain consists of a diverse cell population of approximately 100
billion neurons and at least asmany non-neuronal cells (Azevedo
et al., 2009). Neuronal, glial, and vascular cells are the primary
constituents of the brain parenchyma and together form intricate
cellular and multicellular structures (Figure 2B). For example,
while the typical neuronal cell body is 10–50 mm in diameter,
neuronal processes extend up to 500 mm (dendrites) or several
centimeters to a meter (axons) away while remaining only 0.2–
20 mm in diameter (Alberts, 1994). Besides neurons, other cell
types in the brain also exhibit polarized morphologies that form
complex multi-cellular structures, such as oligodendrocytes;
myelinating cells, which provide an axonal wrapping that forms
periodic regions of exposed axon; nodes of Ranvier, which are
important for electrical conduction; and astrocytes, interacting
with axons and dendrites to form synapses that are critical for
transmitting signals between neurons. The cerebral vasculature
is formed by multicellular structures within the brain with vessels
existing over a large range of diameters: 1–3 mm for large ar-
teries and veins (Fahrig et al., 1999), 10–60 mm for small arterioles
and venules, and 4–8 mm for capillaries (Zlokovic, 2008). While
larger vessels near the surface of the brain are sparse, smaller
vessels within the parenchyma have been reported at high den-
sities ranging from 25 per mm2 in the corpus callosum to 150 per
mm2 in the hippocampus (Cavaglia et al., 2001). These cell
populations and micro-tissue architectures are the underlying
basis for why different regions of the brain respond uniquely to
mechanical loading and injury.
Heterogeneity in material properties is also important because
of the potential for shear forces to occur at the interface between
regions with different shear stiffness. These interfaces exist be-
tween prominent structures such as cerebral white and gray
matter (Smith et al., 1997), which were measured in humans to
have shear stiffnesses of 13.6 kPa and 5.22 kPa, respectively
(Kruse et al., 2008). Additionally, the stiffness of human arteries
was reported to be 20 MPa and veins to be 3 MPa (Monson
et al., 2003), two to four orders of magnitude larger than bulk
brain tissue. Although the largest arteries and veins course su-
perficially in the brain, smaller arterioles, venules, and capillaries
permeate the brain parenchyma and account for 2.5% of the
total volume (Nowinski et al., 2013), contributing to regional
material heterogeneity.
Within these micro-architectures, the cells themselves have
varyingmaterial properties. For example, astrocytesmay deform
to a greater extent than neurons, since elasticity measurements
have shown neuronal somas to vary between 480 Pa and 970 Pa
(Bernal et al., 2007; Dennerll et al., 1989) and astrocyte somas to
vary between 300 Pa and 520 Pa (Lu et al., 2006). Differences
may also exist between sub-cellular regions, as soma stiffness
was reported to be 500 Pa (Lu et al., 2006) while axons were
reported to be12 kPa (reviewed by Bernal et al., 2007; Dennerll
et al., 1989). Evidence of ‘‘delayed elasticity’’ has been observedin some axons following rapid stretch, in which a return to their
initial length occurs over timescales much larger than the initial
stretch (Smith et al., 1999). Therefore, traditional mechanical
metrics such as elasticity may not fully capture the behavior of
these biological structures.
Linking Biomechanics across Spatial Scales Using In Silico
Models. The combination of mathematical modeling and new
experimental techniques has provided insight as to how forces
applied to the brain are transmitted to the cellular level. Finite
element models can incorporate the material properties of the
head to predict stress and strain generation within the brain tis-
sue in response to mechanical trauma. By including cellular
anisotropy, multiscale models have recapitulated the effect of
cellular structures, such as the microvasculature and axonal
orientation, on localized cellular strain and have begun to incor-
porate these effects over the spatial scales of TBI (Chatelin et al.,
2011; Cloots et al., 2013). These models have suggested that
vessels can create micro-scale heterogeneities that increase
localized stress or strain generation near the vessel, potentially
explaining the susceptibility of these structures to injury (Cloots
et al., 2011). For example, micro-scale inclusions were predicted
to increase localized cellular strain levels by 60% compared to
the tissue level. Furthermore, the same modeling effort sug-
gested that vessels may force abrupt changes in axonal orienta-
tion that can affect localized strain distribution along the axon.
Mathematical predictions of micro-scale variations in strain
have been verified by high-speed optical measurements of tis-
sue deformation that indicate inhomogeneity in strain fields
in local regions containing both white and gray matter (Lauret
et al., 2009). Therefore, gross tissue deformation may not
completely describe the distribution of forces exerted on the
underlying cellular structures or the variability in cellular injury
within a region of the brain.
Biomechanics of Injury at the Cellular Level. Both in vivo and
in vitro models of the mechanical insults commonly considered
to injure brain tissue are used to study the potential injury mech-
anisms and secondary injury processes of TBI. As the brain is
comprised of many cell types and multicellular structures, a
multifaceted cellular level injury is likely to occur. As such, here
we focus on cellular injury mechanisms directly linked to me-
chanical forces and direct the reader to additional reviews for a
more thorough presentation of cellular level injury (reviewed by
Povlishock and Jenkins, 1995; Povlishock and Katz, 2005).
There is growing evidence that brain injury disrupts the blood
brain barrier (BBB).Mechanical injury of tight junctions regulating
barrier function are believed to cause increased paracellular
permeability. Disruption of the BBB after injury has been sug-
gested to potentiate the loss of neurons and altered brain func-
tion (e.g., impaired consciousness, memory, and motor ability)
and to affect the time course and the extent of neuronal repair
(reviewed by Chodobski et al., 2011).
Most studies on TBI to date have focused on neuronal
injury. The presence of punctate swollen axons is a hallmark
morphology associated with DAI in vivo and can be reproduced
using in vitro models (Figure 3). While numerous studies have
focused on the initiation of axonal injury, the sequence of events
linking initial trauma to specific pathological conditions re-
mains poorly understood. Transient membrane tearing, termedNeuron 85, March 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 1181
Figure 3. DAI Is Characterized by Axonal
Swelling
Identification of DAI following head injury is readily
detected by the presence of punctate, swollen
axons.
(A) This hallmark morphology can be identified
in histological tissue slices stained with markers
such as amyloid precursor protein (APP) that
depict the punctate nature of swollen axons.
(B) Similar changes in morphology can be reca-
pitulated in vitro when neurons are subjected to
mechanical trauma.
(A) is adapted from Mac Donald et al. (2007) with
permission.
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nism of axonal injury (Kilinc et al., 2008). Mechanoporation is
believed to occur in response to a rapid increase in axonal strain,
which has been shown using in vitro stretch models of axonal
injury. In these experiments, a 30% uni-axial strain applied at a
rate of 10 s1 resulted in brief tearing of the membrane that is
observed through the cellular uptake of a membrane imperme-
able marker (Geddes et al., 2003). It is proposed that transient
membrane tearing causes a loss in cellular homeostasis that ini-
tiates a cascade of secondary events that ultimately result in DAI.
Previous studies have suggested that cytoskeletal abnormal-
ities occur due to impaired axonal transport, causing an accu-
mulation of vesicles and organelles leading to axonal swelling
(Gennarelli et al., 1982; Povlishock, 1992). This disruption is
thought to result from the action of cysteine proteases, such
as calpains and caspases that degrade the cytoskeleton (CSK)
(Bu¨ki et al., 1999). The hypothesized involvement of protease
activation in CSK disruption is suggested by improved injury out-
comes in rats that were administered protease inhibitors prior to
or following experimental brain injury (Saatman et al., 1996).
Pathological activation of proteases has been linked to an influx
of ions, such as Ca2+ and Na+, that occurs due to mechanopora-
tion (Geddes-Klein et al., 2006; Kilinc et al., 2008). As such, one
therapeutic candidate, poloxamer 188, has shown the potential
to treat DAI by promoting membrane resealing. Although polox-
amer 188 has exhibited neuroprotective effects following TBI
in animal models, it has yet to be tested in humans (Serbest
et al., 2006).
While membrane poration has been linked to aspects of the
secondary injury cascade associated with DAI in experimental
models, its role as the sole injury mechanism is not without con-
troversy. Evidence of CSK breakdown, as indicated by calpain-
mediated proteolysis (Farkas et al., 2006; Wolf et al., 2001), as
well as impaired axonal transport (Stone et al., 2004), has been
reported to occur without evidence of membrane poration, chal-
lenging the membrane poration hypothesis. Additional injury
markers such as neurofilament compaction have also been
shown to occur in different cell populations than impaired axonal
transport, implicating the existence of multiple injury mecha-
nisms (DiLeonardi et al., 2009). Additional injury mechanisms,
such as traumatic mechanical failure of microtubules (Tang-
Schomer et al., 2010), impaired sodium channel function (Iwata
et al., 2004), and mechanical activation of NMDA receptors
(Tang-Schomer et al., 2010) have also been linked to the second-
ary injury cascades associated with DAI. So while a variety of1182 Neuron 85, March 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.injury mechanisms have been identified when considering DAI,
themajority of these reports are exploring the effects of mechan-
ical forces at the extreme of the spectrum of forces associated
with nonlethal brain injury. If one considers mechanical forces
just greater than those routinely exerted in the brain microenvi-
ronment, the pathological activation of physiological signaling
pathways may represent additional mechanisms of injury that
are more amenable to pharmacological intervention. Cells have
specialized protein networks, the CSK, that maintain their struc-
tural integrity while serving as a substrate for biochemical
reactions and propagating information, encoded as mechanical
forces, from the extracellular environment to the intracellular
space. These mechanical networks are the basis of cellular
mechanotransduction and have been the subject of intense
study the last quarter century in non-neuronal cells.
Mechanobiology and the Cellular Microenvironment
of the Brain
The Cytoskeletal and Extracellular Matrix Networks Maintain
Neuronal Network Architectures. In the brain, two massively
parallel protein networks, one in the extracellular space and
the other in the intracellular space, maintain the structural integ-
rity of cell networks and cells themselves. In the intracellular
space, the CSK consists of multiple filamentous polymers
including actin, microtubules, and neurofilaments that form a
protein polymer network continuous with extracellular struc-
tures, such as the extracellular matrix (ECM), or neighboring
cells, through specialized adhesion proteins located in the cell
membrane (Figure 4). Actin filaments are 5–9 nm in diameter
and, with cross-linking proteins, bear tensile loads within the
cell (Burridge, 1981). Microtubules are 25 nm in diameter
and form rigid structures with stiffness measurements of 100
MPa that can bear compressive loads (Kis et al., 2002). Interme-
diate filaments are10 nm in diameter and have shown the abil-
ity to resist tensile forces by stretching up to 3.5-fold (Kreplak
et al., 2005). The networked interaction of these tensile and
compressive load bearing elements has been theorized to form
a tensegrity structure that, in addition to providing mechanical
support, may provide the architectural basis of cellular mecha-
notransduction (Ingber, 1997). The tensegrity theory of cellular
architecture offers an explanation for how cells sense and
respond to exogenous forces at the molecular level, as well as
how these interactions can scale to affect cell behavior (Ingber,
2003a).
The specialized transmembrane structures that maintain me-
chanical continuity between the intracellular and extracellular
Figure 4. Sub-Cellular Structural Elements
Provide Mechanical Support for the Cell
All cell types contain sub-cellular components
that dictate cellular architecture by providing me-
chanical structure. Such structure is formed by
interconnected networks of molecules in both the
intracellular and extracellular space. Intracellular
structures include CSK components such as
actin, microtubules, neurofilaments (intermediate
filaments), and crosslinking proteins (CPs).
Extracellular structures include ECM as well as
neighboring cells. These structures are physically
connected through transmembrane receptors
called CAMs that include IgCAM (Ig), selectin,
cadherin, integrin, and other GPs and PGs. The
resulting networks bear loads and distribute
forces throughout the cell and across the
cell membrane to the extracellular space and
neighboring cells.
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Reviewspaces are referred to as cell adhesion molecules (CAMs). This
class of proteins includes integrin, cadherin, immunoglobulin,
selectin, and proteoglycan (PG) superfamilies. CAMs exhibit
binding specificity to both intracellular and extracellular compo-
nents, some of which are listed in Table 1. For example, tenascin
binds integrins but not L1 IgCAMs (Liao et al., 2008; Milner and
Campbell, 2002), and chondroitin sulfate PGs (CSPGs) bind L1
IgCAMs but not integrins (Main et al., 1992; Walsh and Doherty,
1997). Furthermore, intracellular components, such as the focal
adhesion complex, bind to integrins but not to cadherins (DeMali
et al., 2003; Gumbiner and McCrea, 1993). These proteins are
important because they bear the responsibility of transmitting
mechanical forces into and out of the cells.
Cytoskeletal proteins and CAMs have been studied as bio-
markers of TBI. Serum concentrations of intermediate filaments,
microtubule-associated proteins, and actin binding elements
have shown the potential to discriminate injury in human pa-
tients (Yokobori et al., 2013). Furthermore, decreased serum
concentration levels of ICAM and VCAM have been reported
following mild trauma (Berger et al., 2009). While identifying
these components may provide a promising diagnostic strat-
egy, a comprehensive understanding of their ability to maintain
network architecture during mechanical trauma is far from
complete.
The extracellular space constitutes approximately one-fifth of
its total volume of the brain (Sykova´ and Nicholson, 2008) and is
structurally stabilized by the ECM network composed of glycos-
aminoglycans (GAGs), PGs, and glycoproteins (GPs) (Figures
5A–5C; Table 2). Table 2 summarizes the extent of known ECM
localization reported in the literature for both non-human and
human brains, indicating that while less is known about the hu-
man distribution, brain ECM is ubiquitously expressed and differ-
entially distributed. Hyaluronic acid (HA), CSPGs, tenascin-RNeuron 85(TnR), and link proteins together form
the primary extracellular scaffolding
structure within the brain. Although an
extensive analysis of the regional expres-
sion levels of individual ECM molecules
has only been performed in the mouse
brain (Costa et al., 2007), several reportssupport the existence of differential regional expression in multi-
ple species including humans (Bru¨ckner et al., 2008). The most
prevalent component of the brain’s ECM is HA, a GAG formed
by a linear polymer of disaccharides (Meyer et al., 1951). HA is
secreted into the extracellular space by membrane-bound en-
zymes called hyaluronan synthases (HASs) that may localize to
neurons (Carulli et al., 2006). CSPGs are comprised of a protein
core to which variable numbers of linear, unbranched chon-
droitin sulfate GAG chains are covalently bonded. Aggrecan,
brevican, neurocan, and versican are prominent CSPGs,
commonly referred to as lecticans, that vary in size between
90 kDa (brevican) up to 400 kDa (versican) (Zimmermann
and Dours-Zimmermann, 2008). The cellular source of CSPGs
is controversial but likely includes both neurons and glial cells
(Carulli et al., 2006). Tenascin-R is a trimeric, modular GP found
primarily in the nervous system (Tucker and Chiquet-Ehrismann,
2009) and has been shown to be synthesized by both neurons
and glial cells (Carulli et al., 2006). Link proteins are a group of
small 38–43 kDa proteins shown to be synthesized by both
neurons and glial cells (Carulli et al., 2006). Additional PGs,
such as heparin sulfate PGs (HSPGs), and GPs, such as reelin,
also exist in the brain ECM. Distinct compositions of these com-
ponents exist within the brain, forming specific cellular microen-
vironments that contribute to structural and functional diversity.
In addition to the importance of the ECM for brain physiology, its
role in pathology is gaining attention. ECM changes have been
observed in brain injury (Asher et al., 2001) and various diseases,
including Alzheimer’s disease (Bonneh-Barkay andWiley, 2009),
schizophrenia (Berretta, 2012), autism (Mercier et al., 2012), mul-
tiple sclerosis (Bonneh-Barkay and Wiley, 2009), and gliomas
(Hu et al., 2008), supporting the notion that the cellular microen-
vironment is an influential component of both normal and dis-
ease states., March 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 1183
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ReviewThe CSK, cell-cell adhesionmolecules, integrins, and the ECM
form a continuous massively parallel structural network through
the intracellular and extracellular spaces. This network, actually
a system of redundant and embedded networks, allow mechan-
ical signals that encode information to be conditioned, propa-
gated and selectively responded to by cells. The CSK endows
a cell with its own signal biases and processing capabilities.
Thus, each cell’s CSK network and connectivity to the ECM rep-
resents a unique response capability to mechanical perturba-
tions and insults.
Mechanisms of Conversion of Mechanical Signals to Biochem-
ical Signals. Cellular mechanotransduction, or the ability of
cells to convert mechanical forces into chemical signals, is a
widely established phenomenon that has been linked to the
regulation of diverse cellular physiological processes (Huang
et al., 2004), including morphogenesis, growth, and survival (De-
Mali et al., 2003; Mammoto et al., 2008). Mechanotransduction
pathways are influenced by interactions between intracellular
structures, such as the CSK, and extracellular structures, such
as the ECM or neighboring cells, through CAMs in the cell mem-1184 Neuron 85, March 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.brane. Mechanical coupling of the intracellular and extracellular
space allows cells to ‘‘sense’’ their local mechanical environment
through physical interactions directed through these structures
(Janmey and McCulloch, 2007), and mechanosensitive proper-
ties have been demonstrated in many cell types (Hall, 1998).
Many conditions including stroke, migraine, and cerebral edema
have been linked to mechanisms of cellular mechanotransduc-
tion (Ingber, 2003a), indicating the potential for these pathways
to contribute to disease and to, in turn, be exploited for therapeu-
tic purposes.
Semi-static properties of the cellular microenvironment, such
as ECM stiffness (Discher et al., 2005), and dynamic conditions,
such as a change in cellular force distribution (Mammoto et al.,
2008), can affect development, differentiation, disease, and
regeneration by influencing gene expression and signaling path-
ways (Larsen et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2009). Redistribution of
forces within a cell can be initiated by intracellular events, such
as alterations in the CSK due to remodeling of microtubules
(Bayless and Davis, 2004), and also by extracellular events,
such as an exogenous force directed through CAMs (Wang
Figure 5. Unique Cellular Microenvironments Exist within the Brain
(A) Immunohistochemistry of coronal sections of adult rat brain reveal differences in the ECM expression throughout distinct brain regions, with high aggrecan
signals in the cortex.
(B) A close-up image shows clear differences in the number of aggrecan-containing PNNs (arrow heads) within distinct brain regions, with higher numbers of
aggrecan-positive PNNs in the cortex (Cx) compared to the corpus callosum (CC) and the caudoputamen (CP).
(C) Dual labeling suggests that the ECM composition varies locally and that different ECM proteins are differentially concentrated near different cell bodies and
processes (arrows).
(D) The PNN is a particular formation of ECM that engulfs the soma and proximal dendrites of neurons. Neuronal structure may be influenced by the PNN through
interactions with CAMs, which together regulate neuronal connectivity.
(E) Synapses are formed between neuronal axons and dendrites but are also influenced by supporting ECM and astrocytes. These components are structurally
connected through binding of CAMs that influence formation and remodeling of the synapse.
(F) Myelinated axons consist of multiple layers of oligodendrocyte processes that wrap around the axon with distinct spacing referred to as nodes of Ranvier
(NOR). ECM within the NOR may influence the clustering of ion channels important for axonal signal propagation.
(G) The extensive vasculature within the brain varies in size from larger arteries and veins down to small capillaries, each of which has a unique structure. ECM
comprised of collagen, laminin, and HSPGs surround the inner layer of endothelial cells (En) and also engulf pericytes (P), forming a basement membrane (BM) for
cell attachment. In larger vessels, such as arteries and arterioles, a middle layer referred to as the tunica media is formed by multiple layers of ECM and smooth
muscle (SM) cells as well as an outer layer called the tunica adventitia (TA). The external layer of ECM promotes adhesion of neural cells, such as terminal nerve
fibers and astrocyte endfeet (A), which contribute to numerous vasculature functions including regulating cerebral blood flow and the BBB.
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Reviewet al., 1993). For example, changes in the relative force balance
between the intracellular and extracellular space have been
linked to acute CSK remodeling (Tzima, 2006) through the acti-
vation of Rho signaling pathways (Zhao et al., 2007). An impor-
tant mechanochemical control mechanism is hypothesized to
be force-induced enzymatic activation of protein kinases. For
example, a single mechanical perturbation has been shown to
immediately activate Src kinase in both endothelial and smooth
muscle cells (Na et al., 2008; Seong et al., 2011), suggesting that
an acute insult may be sufficient to influence biological signaling
pathways. Moreover, this activation can occur at locations
distant to the stimulus site and over time scales faster than diffu-
sion or active transport, suggesting mechanical propagation
through the CSK network. Force transmission through the CSK
has been previously postulated to explain how mechanotrans-
ductionmay alter signaling pathways in the nucleus that regulate
gene expression (Wang et al., 2009), indicating that an acute
force may influence cellular processes over several temporal
scales. While extensive studies have focused on mechanotrans-
duction in non-neuronal cells, relatively few have explored the
concept in the mature brain.Mechanical Forces Influence Normal Brain Function. Although
the brain is typically considered as a protected organ, mechan-
ical interactions at the cellular and sub-cellular level are critical
components of normal biological function. Endogenous forces
regulate cellular function in the brain (reviewed by Tyler, 2012).
Specifically, mechanical interactions between sub-cellular
structures such as the cell membrane, CSK, ECM, CAMs, and
ion channels have been shown to influence diverse neural func-
tions including ion channel activity (Arnado´ttir and Chalfie, 2010),
synaptic vesicle clustering (Siechen et al., 2009), neurotrans-
mitter release (Chen and Grinnell, 1995), and axonal growth
cone dynamics (Smith, 1988). Signaling pathways associated
with mechanotransduction have also been linked to important
neuronal functions. For example, integrin binding forms a me-
chanical linkage at the synapse and activation of integrin-medi-
ated signaling pathways is a critical step in the formation and
regulation of synapse morphology and maturation (Bernard-Tri-
filo et al., 2005). Moreover, RhoA activation has been shown to
influence synaptic plasticity (Yasuda and Murakoshi, 2011)
potentially by affecting the structural stability of dendritic spines
through CSK remodeling. Integrin-mediated Rho-associatedNeuron 85, March 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 1185
Table 2. Regional ECM Expression in the Developed CNS
Non-Human Human Reference (N,H)
Cerebral Hemisphere
Cerebral Cortex HA, A, B, N, V, P, LP, Tn-R, Tn-C, R, HSPG HA, CSPG, A, B (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16)
Amygdala HA, A, N, B, V, P, LP, Tn-R, Tn-C, L, HSPG CSPG (14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30)
Hippocampus HA, A, N, B, V, P, LP, Tn-R, Tn-C, R, HSPG HA, A, B, R (3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 16, 17, 19, 20, 22, 23, 24, 26, 27, 31, 32, 33, 34)
Thalamus HA, A, N, B, V, P, LP, Tn-R, Tn-C, HSPG HA, CSPG, A (6, 7, 8, 9, 14, 16, 19, 24)
Basal Ganglia HA, CSPG, A, HSPG CSPG (7, 10, 35)
Hypothalamus HA, CSPG, N, V, LP, Tn-C, HSPG CSPG (7, 14, 21, 25, 36, 37)
Cerebellum HA, A, B, LP, Tn-C, R, HSPG HA (3, 7, 9, 10, 22, 23, 27, 33, 38, 39, 40)
Brainstem HA, A, N, B, V, P, LP, Tn-R, Tn-C, HSPG CSPG (6, 7, 8, 9, 19, 24, 41)
Spinal Cord
Gray Matter HA, CSPG, A, HSPG HA, Tn-R, A, B, N, V (7, 42)
White Matter HA, CSPG, A, HSPG HA, Tn-R (7, 42)
HA: hyaluronan; CSPG: chondroitin sulfate proteoglycan; A: aggrecan; B: brevican; N: neurocan; V: versican; HSPG: heparin sulfate proteoglycan; LP:
link protein; TnC: tenascin-C; TnR: tenascin-R; R: reelin.
1Crossin and Edelman, 1986.
2Crossin et al., 1986.
3Bartsch et al., 1993.
4Dorries et al., 1993.
5Gates et al., 1995.
6Bruckner et al., 1996.
7Costa et al., 2007.
8Zimmermann and Dours-Zimmermann, 2008.
9Morawski et al., 2012.
10Yashura et al., 1994.
11Seeger et al., 1996.
12Bruckner et al., 1999.
13Virgintino et al., 2009.
14Morawski et al., 2010.
15Pantazopoulos et al., 2010.
16Lendvai et al., 2013.
17Gates et al., 1995.
18Miller et al., 1995.
19Bertolotto et al., 1996.
20Ferhat et al., 1996.
21Meyer-Puttlitz et al., 1996.
22Impagnatiello et al., 1998.
23Costa et al., 2001.
24Vitellaro-Zuccarello et al., 2001.
25Popp et al., 2003.
26Costa et al., 2007.
27Maloku et al., 2010.
28Mercier and Arikawa-Hirasawa, 2012.
29Morwaski et al., 2012.
30Pantazopoulos et al., 2008.
31Bertolotto et al., 1986.
32Bertolotto et al., 1986.
33Sekeljic and Andjus, 2012.
34Frotscher, 2010.
35Bruckner et al., 2008.
36Miller et al., 1995.
37Andersen et al., 2003.
38Prieto et al., 1990.
39Yamada et al., 1994.
40Yamada et al., 1997.
41Schmidt et al., 2010.
42Jager et al., 2013.




Reviewkinase (ROCK) signaling also affects the potential for remyelina-
tion in damaged white matter (O’Meara et al., 2011), indicating
the broad influence of these pathways in neural function.
Although a comprehensive understanding eludes the field, the
role of mechanics in regulating inter- and intra-neuronal homeo-
stasis is commonly accepted.
Distinct Cellular Microenvironments Contain Sub-Cellular
Structures that Influence Physiological Processes in the Brain.
Diverse cell types and ECM molecules compose distinct micro-
environments and functions within the brain. Organized ECM
structures called perineuronal nets (PNNs) (Figures 5C and 5D)
localize to the soma and perisomatic extensions of neurons in
multiple brain regions (Bru¨ckner et al., 2008; Pizzorusso et al.,
2002). PNNs preferentially ensheath highly active neurons (Mor-
ris and Henderson, 2000), suggesting they may function as a
buffer for cations important in action potential generation (Ha¨rtig
et al., 1999). PNNs may also limit plasticity as they are upregu-
lated at the end of critical periods in development (Pizzorusso
et al., 2002) and stabilize dendritic spine formation (Kwok
et al., 2011), potentially by influencing binding of CAMs. PNNs
and the brain ECM are believed to be distributed unevenly
throughout the brain (Figures 5A and 5B). Moreover, this uneven
distribution likely occurs at the cellular level, where neighboring
cells are enveloped by different compositions of ECM proteins
(Figure 5C). Distinct ECM architectures stabilize synapses,
thereby regulating development and plasticity (Figure 5D) (Ditya-
tev and Schachner, 2003). At the synapse, the clustering of post-
synaptic receptors is regulated by the ECM, which limits their
diffusion within the membrane (Frischknecht et al., 2009). This
is accomplished through interactions with CAMs such as integ-
rins and NCAMs (Dityatev and Schachner, 2006) and transmem-
brane channels such as voltage-dependent calcium channels
(Kochlamazashvili et al., 2010). Traditional adhesions like
integrins (Chavis and Westbrook, 2001) and cadherins (Uchida
et al., 1996) as well as neural-specific adhesions like neuroligin,
neurexin (Su¨dhof, 2008), and SynCAM (Biederer et al., 2002)
affect synaptic connectivity through signaling pathways that
directly influence synapse formation and plasticity by regulating
CSK organization (Dityatev and Schachner, 2006; Kochlama-
zashvili et al., 2010). Specific CAMs such as Caspr2, contactin,
and NrCAM are also important in organizing the myelin structure
that forms around axons in the brain (Poliak and Peles, 2003).
Organized ECM scaffolds occupy the space between myelin
wrappings, called Nodes of Ranvier (Figure 5E) (Bekku et al.,
2009) andmay promote clustering of Na+ channels that is neces-
sary for signal propagation in the axon (Susuki and Rasband,
2008). Finally, an organized ECM scaffold exists around the
vasculature in the brain and influences cellular attachment and
organization of the multicellular vascular structures (Figure 5F).
ECM comprised of collagen, laminin, and HSPGs surrounds
the inner layer of endothelial cells and also engulfs pericytes
forming a structure referred to as the tunica intima (Golding,
2002). In larger vessels, such as arteries and arterioles, a middle
layer referred to as the tunica media is formed by multiple layers
of ECM and smooth muscle cells as well as an outer layer called
the tunica adventitia (Iadecola and Nedergaard, 2007). The
external layer of ECM promotes adhesion of neural cells, such
as terminal nerve fibers and astrocyte endfeet, which contributeto numerous vasculature functions including regulating cerebral
blood flow and forming the BBB (Abbott et al., 2010). Thus,
distinct cellular microenvironments influence both cellular struc-
tures and functions important to normal brain physiology. Thus,
comparing the differences in the architectures of the neuronal
and vascular networks in the brain indicates the difficulty in
modeling how forces associated with injury propagate through
the tissue with centimeter-scale features yet are processed by
all cells at the nanometer scale.
Pathological Mechanotransduction and TBI
Pathological Mechanotransduction in DAI. The role of patho-
logical cellular mechanotransduction in the brain remains un-
clear; however, several reports suggest it may be a contributor
to the etiology of TBI. In an in vitro study, rapid deformation of
3D collagen gels resulted in a reduction in embedded neuronal
viability when collagen concentration was increased, suggesting
a potential influence of cell-matrix interactions on injury (Cullen
et al., 2007). The CSK and membrane-associated proteins
such as integrins have been previously hypothesized to influence
the axonal morphology associated with DAI in peripheral nerve
fibers as well (Ochs et al., 1997). Other studies propose that
neurite retraction exhibits a strain-dependent response that is
regulated by stretch sensitive activity (Franze et al., 2009), and
mechanically initiated sodium influx has been shown to occur
in neurons subjected to rapid stretch in vitro (Wolf et al., 2001).
Interestingly, integrins have been linked to these stretch-acti-
vated channels in sensory neurons and other cell types (Dabiri
et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2005). This evidence
for the involvement of cellular mechanochemical coupling before
transient membrane rupture is emerging.
The wars in Afghanistan and Iraq offered another interesting
insight into the potential role of cellular mechanotransduction
in brain injury. War casualties exposed to blast, often without
an initial diagnosis of TBI, were later diagnosed with symptoms
that were suggestive of cerebrovascular stroke. In these cases,
a cerebral vasospasm was observed, often without subarach-
noid hemorrhage, weeks after exposure to blast (Ling et al.,
2009). This clinical observation led us to hypothesize that blast
forces propagating through the cerebrovasculature stimulated
integrins and subsequently activated Rho, triggering vascular
smooth muscle contraction. Using 2D engineered human
vascular tissue on a fibronectin-coated, flexible thin film
mounted on a customized, high-velocity tissue stretcher de-
signed to mimic blast-like forces in the brain, we showed that
vascular smooth muscle cells subjected to a single, rapid stretch
exhibited increased contractility, followed by a phenotypic
switch from the contractile to the proliferative, state (Alford
et al., 2011). Previously, reports have detailed how vascular hy-
percontraction is characterized by cell proliferation (Borel et al.,
2003) and ECM remodeling (Humphrey et al., 2007; Zhang and
Macdonald, 2006). In our study, and with the help of computa-
tional models, we showed that the phenotypic switch, and sub-
sequent cell proliferation, is a maladaptive measure to reduce
the stress in the vascular wall. We went on to show that the
increased contractility was mitigated by immediate treatment
with a ROCK inhibitor, providing additional evidence for the
involvement of Rho-signaling following stretch-induced injury.
Prophylactic treatment of the engineered vascular tissues withNeuron 85, March 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 1187
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Reviewa ROCK inhibitor prior to simulated blast prevented the pheno-
typic switch. This is important, because it demonstrates that
injury forces, exerted on the vascular tissue via ECM-integrin in-
teractions, activates Rho and potentiates cellular contraction.
If neurons contract with significant force, this results in the
retraction of neurites. There are numerous studies that Rho acti-
vation is a hallmark of neural tissue injury. This is important
because of Rho activation’s role in cellular contraction. Intrinsic
activation of Rho signaling, increased localization of RhoA with
F-actin-rich swellings in primary hippocampal neurons, and up-
regulation of RhoA in both rats subjected to fluid percussion
brain injury and in stretch injured organotypic hippocampal sli-
ces was observed (Di Pietro et al., 2010; Dubreuil et al., 2006;
Garland et al., 2012). Given our results with our in vitro model
of cerebrovasospasm combined with the evidence suggesting
a multifaceted injury mechanism, we reasoned that (1) some
forms of TBI may be an integrin signaling disease and (2)
signaling pathways downstream of integrin signaling may repre-
sent therapeutic opportunities.
To test our hypotheses, we developed in vitro models to con-
trol the ECM and cell adhesions through which injurious forces
were delivered to neurons (Hemphill et al., 2011). Using a mag-
netic tweezer model, we showed that an injury force, adminis-
tered via an integrin-bound magnetic bead bound to a neuron,
triggers focal swelling through extended neurites and their
retraction, a global injury, reminiscent of clinically observed
DAI. When magnetic beads were bound to neurons by non-spe-
cific interactions with the cell membrane, rapid application of the
magnetic field designed to mechanically manipulate the bead
elicited injury only local to the delivery site (local injury). This
result suggests that integrins may be mediating the distribution
of injury forces throughout the neuron by propagating forces
through the CSK.
Using an in vitro uniaxial stretch similar to our studies in
vascular muscle tissue, we showed that the ECM protein that
the neurons are bound to on a substrate can influence the prob-
ability of neuronal injury, as indicated by focal swelling. Addition-
ally, we showed that inhibition of ROCK, a downstream effector
of Rho-GTPases, reduced the incidence of axonal injury, sug-
gesting that these pathways may be activated in neurons
following an acute mechanical stimulus (Hemphill et al., 2011).
All told, our results suggest that injury-induced, integrin-medi-
ated activation of Rho potentiates focal swelling and axonal
retraction and that downstream Rho signaling pathways may
represent a therapeutic opportunity.
Additional work with an experimental model of injury to the
optic nerve also demonstrated that CSK injury, accompanied
by Rho accumulation in focal swellings, suggests that Rho
signaling is important in DAI (Di Pietro et al., 2010; Dubreuil
et al., 2006; Garland et al., 2012). CSK remodeling has been
shown to occur through integrin-mediated activation of Rho
signaling proteins that influence microtubule stability and actin
dynamics (Jaffe and Hall, 2005; Palazzo et al., 2004), providing
a potential link to the microtubule breakdown and transport
disruption observed in DAI. Membrane receptors, such as
HAS, CD44, RHAMM, Layilin, and GPI-linked brevican may
also provide conduits into the cell as they bind directly to HA
and may thus serve as a physical link to the brain ECM (Frisch-1188 Neuron 85, March 18, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.knecht and Seidenbecher, 2008). In fact, reports have shown
that GPI-linked proteins can transmit extracellular forces to the
CSK (Wang et al., 1995). Therefore, in addition to the traditional
cell-ECM linkages, brain-specific CAMs may provide additional
diversity in influencing both the mechanical linkages and biolog-
ical signaling pathways regulated by factors in the cellular micro-
environment. Much of the biological signaling that links acute
mechanical stimulation to cellular changes within the brain re-
mains to be discerned. However, the potential for mechano-
transduction to regulate diverse cellular functions including
CSK remodeling and gene expression may provide promising
targets for future studies.
Conclusion
Brain injury is a complex, mechanobiology problem whose
spatial dimensions range from the nanometer-scale integrins in
the neuronal membrane to the centimeter-scale material proper-
ties of the brain and skull. Temporally, from the nanosecond-
scale conformational changes in mechanically loaded proteins
to the years over which neurodegenerative diseases such as
Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease emerge, TBI represents a
formidable challenge in both the way it is studied and clinically
treated.
There is potential promise because of the last two decades
worth of work in cellular mechanotransduction, illustrating how
cells are designed and built to transduce mechanical forces
into chemical cascades. In vitro experimental techniques can
be registered with clinical observations afforded by advanced
medical imaging capabilities, allowing tissue-engineeredmodels
of the brain that are amenable to the granular studies required
of drug discovery work. Furthermore, known cellular mechano-
transduction signaling pathways may guide research questions
relevant to the pathology of TBI.
In this paper, we argue that the ECM, CAMs, and CSK repre-
sent a pathway worthy of study to reveal the mechanisms
of brain injury and potential therapeutic opportunities. Future
studies designed to elucidate the brain-specific structures
involved in cellular mechanotransduction as well as their associ-
ated signaling pathways will improve our ability to understand
how the brain responds to exogenous mechanical forces, such
as those experienced during TBI. Key aspects to consider
include (1) identifying the sub-cellular components involved in
mechanotransduction within the brain, such as localized ECM
and associated CAM expression; (2) inderstanding whether het-
erogeneities in the distribution ofmechanosensitive components
can explain regional vulnerabilities to TBI; and (3) understanding
if thesemechanosensitive components can result in activation of
signaling pathways that ultimately lead to the secondary injury
associated with TBI.
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